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CPS Accelerated Learning Plan Timeline 

Spring 2021 
Accelerated Blended 
Learning, Planning and 
Stakeholder Engagement 

Summer 2021 
Summer School, Extended 
School Year, and Recovery 
Services 

School Year 2021-2022 
Build knowledge, act with 
equity, continue to activate 
antiracism 

Summer 2022 
Summer School, Extended 
School Year, and Recovery 
Services 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Susan In spring, continue to accelerate learning in blended learning model - stakeholder engagementSummer - scholar and recovery21-22 - start strongSummer 22 - continueHighlight the purpose of this presentation is Spring and Summer



Thank you! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
approx 1000 teachers and 500 paras: district wide support, distance learning model
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Academics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our buildings have done a wonderful job providing our students additional time and space to deepen their learning and prepare for the upcoming school year. IOur buildings began with identifying those critical areas that our students need targeted support using our pre-assessments.As we celebrate our academic programming,. Our principals have done a great job preparing the learning environment for our students.  I want to kick us off with a video from Principal Thomas who serves Carson Elementary School.
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Preschool Summer JOY! 
 Exploring together to learn new things 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wonderful instructional engagementPictures are of a science course (literature tied to the science concepts and writing)Music lessons - students develop questions and a song using their unifix cubes (Mr. Calhoun, Music and Me)



Summer Scholars 
Fairview-Clifton School 
Everyday is a new adventure for 
Fairview Summer Scholars! From 
learning about different cultures to 
learning new things with fun activities. 
No day is ever the same.  
 
 

Hyde Park Elementary 
 
 
Ms. Roberts 3rd-graders using 
arrays to model multiplication 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
K-6 Schools - students are Fairviewaddress pre-assessment



Summer Scholars Construction Project 

• 7th - 9th grade students are 
building two sheds that will be 
delivered to Sayler Park 
Elementary and Clark 
Montessori High School 

• The students built their own 
blueprints where they had to 
use their algebraic and spatial 
reasoning skills  

Woodward Career Technical High School 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These skills along with critical thinking are critical areas of focus necessary to deepen their understanding of mathematics as the prepare for the upcoming school year



Withrow University High School 
Summer Scholars STEM Challenge 
 Students had to create a structure 
out of 2 pieces of paper that will 
hold the most books 

Middle school students used tangrams 
to extend their problem solving, spatial 
awareness and logical thinking skills 
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“I only signed up to teach for two 
weeks….I need the entire four weeks 
to teach and create this Geometry 
Unit around drones...Why didn’t 
someone tell me we would be having 
this much fun!”    Dr. Webb, Withrow 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
High School (personalizing the curriculum)



AP Boot Camp 
   A district-wide content specific book study and research project 

experience including a partnership with The Mercantile Library  
• Maria Chal/AP Biology 
• Mike Cabral/AP Psychology 
• Tiffany Stanton/AP Stats 
• Ken Dressler/AP Gov’t 
• Alan Barrett/AP Physics 
• Ashley Gore/AP Language 
• Trent White/AP US History 
• Trent White/AP US History  
• Clinton McElroy/AP Psychology 
• Kevin Curran/AP Human Geo 

• Doreena Fox/AP French  
• Brandon Ogilby/AP Literature 
• Sarah Smith-Polderman/AP Calculus 
• Kraig Hoover/AP Program Lead 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A collaboration between AP Human Geo and AP Stats utilizing US Census data examining impact of slavery, refugees on population dataA collaboration between AP English and AP US History comparing & contrasting the policies of Apartheid and Jim Crow lawsAP Psychology research involving the impact of learned helplessness and traumatic stress on the brain and learningA collaboration between AP US History and AP Gov’t students to gain an understanding of the historical efforts of redlining and discriminatory housing practices with research involving local historical documents



Assistant Principal Internship 
Principal Standards 4 and 5 
• Data Meeting 
• Learning Walks 
• High Expectations  

and Support 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Principal PipelineFirst time, AP InternshipTransition:



Recover Skills to Accelerate Learning this Fall 
 • Pre K-12 students with disabilities 

• receive instruction specific to their individual needs 
• Intervention Specialists 

• implement research based interventions  
• use hands on materials selected by colleagues  

and delivered to buildings for student use 
• District Level Teams  

Curriculum Access Team, Behavior Consult Team, RS Planning Committee 
• Support learning tools and use of interventions 
• Reinforce emotional skills management and behavioral interventions 
• Design interventions and provide training on their use 

• Comprehensive, intensive instruction all summer long! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recovery Services



Research, Experiment, Investigate, Discover, 
Collaborate, Communicate 
Woodford Academy Earthworms! Rees E Price Academy and Chase 
• Preschool Disability Deaf/ Hard of Hearing • Multiple Disabilities and Autism Specialized 

Classrooms 
• Picture Exchange Communication Systems 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intervention and recovery serves the purpose of accelerating skills for our district’s students with disabilities in a way that wasn’t possible during remote  instruction.  June and July face to face recovery services are focused on the rich learning that occurs for our students with disabilities through hands on discovery-based instruction that is designed around student’s individual needs.  At Woodford, students who are deaf or hard of hearing actively engage in the discovery process of researching earthworms.  The coteaching team of Ms. Hunter and Ms. Harvey (IS and HI/IS) with paraeducators give students the support they need to communicate their learning with peers, parents and teachers.  The theme of learning about earthworms will be used for continued learning as students learn math in designing  a worm condo and science as they contribute to a class garden, all the while threading in literacy and communication.  Command of written, verbal and oral communication skills through the use of PECs also levels the learning field for students.   Ms. Mincey uses picture exchange systems to help students express their wants and needs.  Ms. Mincey’s goal is that this will develop to oral speech for the student by the end of her program.  Symbol Sticks and the Unique Curriculum are used in Ms. Touassi’s class at Rees E Price academy to build spaghetti towers.  The clear steps of the scientific method are supported by symbol characters to help students reflect on their process.
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Social 
Emotional 
Learning 



Responding to the Call 
• 17 School Social Workers and Counselors  

• created and/or delivered SEL lessons and support 
• 15 Mental Health Partner Agencies 

• delivering SEL lessons and support 
• 1 School Psychology Intern 

• delivering SEL lessons and support 
• CHD Nurses Available 

• delivering nursing care, including COVID safety 
• 60 mins. of SEL skill-building and support 

interwoven throughout each day! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Despite being taxed after a challenging year, our School Social Workers, School Counselors, and Mental Health partners stepped up to develop content and provide SEL support to students and teachers. A BIG thank you to all of the teachers as well for volunteering for Summer Scholars and infusing their mornings with SEL. ***60 mins includes teacher-directed morning meetings, movement breaks, mindfulness breaks as well as SEL lessonsUsing same protocols in a safe environment!



Social Emotional Learning 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
During school visits, we were elated to SEL-infused morning meetings, feelings check-ins, and positively framed classroom visions!



Mindfulness and Movement 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We were impressed with the students’  and teachers’ commitment, enthusiasm and enjoyment of our mindfulness activities and movement breaks!
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Enrichment 



A Peek Inside 
Roberts’ Camp 
Globetrotters 
With F.O.R.E. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Peek Inside Roberts’ Camp Globetrotters With F.O.R.E.Provided by Tracy Power (CLCI Resource Coordinator)As Summer Scholars wind down after lunch, the kids get a second wind as they are excited to divide into their afternoon families ready to explore themes for the afternoon. Some days they explore sports, insects, cooking, prospecting like the gold rush days, or learning hip hop dance, but every day is totally different and fun!Today 2nd graders spent the afternoon exploring with F.O.R.E. (Foundation for Ohio River Education) educators learning about dragonflies. Where they come from, how they travel, what they eat, how they grow, and how they are so unique. After the lesson, each student was invited to make their very own dragonfly, uniquely and creatively their very own. Just in case you didn't realize, there is probably a real one that looks just like each of those made today.Another partner at Roberts this summer is New Leaf Kitchen. Volunteers come several times a week to share the love of cooking with our students. The “cooking’ taking place is with fresh and raw ingredients, needing absolutely no baking or heat source, so it is perfect for our students,easy to teach them about healthy ingredients which are easy to prepare. Every age group is included throughout the summer session so everyone has an opportunity to participate. Thus far they have made no-egg chocolate chip cookie dough, edamame salad, salsa with tortilla chips (of course!) and who knows what will be next on the menu! Everyone walks away with a fullbelly and a recipe card to take home so the family can cook together. Easy step-by step directions, a little bit of math and measuring (for good math skills) and trying new foods...a total win-win!



Fairview-Clifton German Language School 
• Clifton Cultural Arts Center 
• Club Inventions 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enrichment 



Fairview-Clifton German Language School 
• ABC Coordinated- Martial Arts 
• Japan American Society 
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Taft High School 
• Summer Scholars 

Self Care Day 
• Summer Scholars 

Think Tank 
• Culture & Riverside 

Tour (walking field 
trip)  
• Students took a 

walk to downtown to 
learn about the 
history of Cincinnati 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
High School



Early Childhood Partnerships 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Early Childhood is very appreciative of the wonderful partnerships which continued this summer for our students.Much gratitude to the Cincinnati Fire Department for providing weekly virtual safety lessons from the famous Cincinnati Fire Museum with Firefighter Brian.Mission2Move providing movement and mindfulness instruction to all preschool scholars!Kathy Wade BooksAlive! collaborating with the ECE department to ensure every student takes home a book and related art project to continue to build their home libraries.Children’s Hospital our own Transportation Department, First Students and UTS for providing 70 of our summer scholars with bike safety lesson, helmets, bikes and all the needed safety equipment.
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Jump Start 



Jump Start 
Jump Start Outcomes: 
• All Preschool and Kindergarten students 

welcome enrolled in 2021-2022 School 
Year. 

• Providing access and opportunities for 
families and students to feel part of their 
learning community. 

• Students prepared for learning  through 
engaging transitional activities.  

• Provide opportunities for health 
screenings. 

• Connect families with community 
partners. 

• Students prepared for learning beginning 
August 19, 2021 

Continued Planning: 
• Collaborating with Principals and Talent Development 

to continue to provide high quality staff. 
• Curriculum and ECE collaborating to develop a bank of 

transition activities aligned to standards for all staff as 
an instructional resource. 

Marketing to families: 
• Collaborating with Communications and Engagement to 

advertise Jump Start and to encourage families to 
register/enroll their child in a CPS school. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The teaching and learning while having joy will continue this August.  



Next Steps 
• Celebrate joy of learning and 

community collaboration 
• Jump Start 
• Accelerated Learning in the Fall 
• Learn from what worked and 

what we need to improve for 
next year 
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